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With 30 years of control and automation experience, Vantage, a leader in luxury control 

systems, provides owners with automation systems that give them the ability to personalize 

their environment effortlessly. Sleek, on-wall touchscreens and an accompanying mobile app 

offer a consistent user experience across platforms that makes controlling lighting, audio, 

video, alarms, surveillance, and HVAC systems as easy as pressing a button or swiping to a 

widget. Vantage provides a simplified end user experience by controlling the complexities 

of luxury living and working spaces.

WELCOME





THE VANTAGE
SOLUTION

Designed to seamlessly combine aesthetics and technology, Vantage systems, available in either 

wired or wireless format, give unprecedented control over every facet of life in luxury living and 

work spaces – from extraordinary lighting scenes to effortless comfort controls to thrilling theater 

installations. This creates the flexibility to include Vantage in new construction, expand a current 

Vantage system, or retrofit an existing luxury space to include Vantage. By combining elegant, 

simple user interfaces, sophisticated lighting control, award winning software, and industry 

leading integration partners, Vantage has truly become the premier automation solution for the 

luxury lifestyle.

easytouch II keypad
KS13TE-TIYA

easytouch II radiolink
scenepoint dimmer
SD13TE-IVYAWith 30 years of experience, Vantage 

sets the bar for whole-home lighting and 
automation. Each keypad pairs beautiful 
form with innovative function, ensuring 
that automated living spaces will look 
elegant, sophisticated, and always well-lit.

Our wired and wireless wall box 
dimming solutions coupled with our 
stylish keypads create extremely flexible 
control options, all programmed through 
a single software tool.

DISCOVER THE
VANTAGE EXPERIENCE
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MEET
EQUINOX

For owners and users of luxury spaces, the refined living experience they expect is paradoxically 

linked to complex control and automation solutions. The Vantage Equinox solution provides a 

unique interface ecosystem that, when linked to its powerful InFusion system, delivers a means 

to simplify the complexities of both creating and using automated systems. Equinox is not only 

intuitive to use, it can be personalized by users to their changing living environment. In addition, 

Equinox provides the integrator with a very efficient means for configuring simple interfaces for 

complex requirements. This combination delivers a remarkably differentiated end user experience.

SIMPLIFY
THE COMPLEX
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equinox 41
EQ41TB-TI

equinox 73
EQ73TB-TI

Equinox 73 is a beautiful, always 
on, always there, all-in-one LCD 
touchscreen that provides intuitive 
control of lighting, scenes, comfort, 
audio/video, cameras/security alarm, 
pool/spa, and other sub-systems for 
luxury spaces.

With a single layer, graphical user 
interface, Equinox 41 provides in-
room dashboard control of lighting, 
audio, climate, etc. in the space of a 
single keypad and offers a familiar 
experience often found in today’s 
smart phones with a consistent 
experience on mobile apps.





LIGHTING
CONTROL

Built upon a 30-year legacy of innovation in the lighting control industry, the Vantage offering 

includes a full range of luxury solutions that meet the lighting, comfort, entertainment, and 

automation needs of users. Vantage offers a full range of products that are compatible with a 

wide variety of light sources, including energy efficient, dimmable LEDs. Through a partnership 

with many lighting fixture manufacturers, we have carried out extensive testing to determine 

which Vantage products work best with multiple fixture types. Vantage makes these test results 

available to our dealer partners in an effort to better serve homeowners.

Vantage systems are available in either a wired or wireless format. This creates the flexibility to 

include Vantage in new construction, expand a current system, or retrofit an existing luxury space.

CONTROL THE
MOOD
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low-voltage output 
station
LVOS-0-10-PWM-DIN

standard dimming 
module
SDM12-EM

The Standard Dimmer Module 
delivers precise control over new 
lighting sources, in-field firmware 
upgrades, and enhanced integrator 
efficiency for both installation and 
serviceability.

The LVOS-0-10-PWM-DIN module 
delivers precise control over LED, 
CFL, and CCFL lighting load sources, 
in-field firmware upgrades, and 
enhanced integrator efficiency for 
both installation and serviceability.





SYSTEM
INTEGRATION

A complete experience is multi-dimensional, so Vantage has developed its InFusion control and 

automation platform around a multi-system, native solution with the ability to integrate best-

of-category products from different manufacturers. Based on software widgets, this approach 

simplifies system design, installation, programming, and ongoing support while ensuring a 

consistent user experience across all applications.

CREATE AN INVITING
ATMOSPHERE

audio/video
IRXII

audio
850D-DA
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With multiple IR and high speed RS232 ports, 
the IRXII can communicate to the Vantage 
system over Ethernet (recommended) or the 
traditional Vantage Station Bus making it an 
integration powerhouse. For Equinox premier 
partner integration, the IRXII can be adapted to 
virtually any location, device interface or wiring 
infrastructure.

The cornerstone of the Vantage multi-room audio 
system is the 850D-DA Amplifier. With eight zones 
of audio distribution from twelve sources and highly 
efficient class D digital amplifiers, the 850D-DA 
is the most powerful amplifier from Vantage. For 
larger installations, an 850 system is scalable up to 
nine units, providing 72 zones of coverage.
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InFusion Secondary Power
Enclosure
ISPE-2 and ISPE-4

InFusion Main Power
Enclosure
IMPE-2 and IMPE-4

InFusion Rack Mount
Enclosure
IRME-36 and IRME-24

Terminal Board Kits
TSDM-KIT, TROSDM-KIT, TLM-KIT,
TROSDM-P-KIT and T8LRM-KIT

InFusion Surface Mount
Enclosure
ISME-36 and ISME-24

> Extends the Main Controller’s load 
   capacity 
> Features plug-and-play fittings for all 
   modules 
> Installs between standard 16-inch
   (40.64 cm) o.c. framing or may be 
   surface-mounted
> Custom fitted; hinged door for recessed 
   or surface installs
> Enclosure Terminal Boards available for 
   new and legacy modules

> Houses one Main Controller and up to 
   four modules 
> Features plug-and-play fittings for all 
   modules 
> Installs between standard 16-inch
   (40.64 cm) o.c. framing or may be 
   surface-mounted 
> Low-voltage wiring harness eliminates 
   the need to wire between modules 

> Available in 24 or 36-Volt versions 
> Thumbscrews securely attach InFusion 
   Controller to the enclosure
> Right angle power cord
> Convenient access for RadioLink and 
   Ethernet cables

> Sold and installed separately from 
   enclosures 
> Provides maximum flexibility
> Available as kits -- with left and right 
   side boards -- or individually
> Used in both Main and Secondary Power 
   Enclosures

> Available in 24 or 36-Volt versions 
> Thumbscrews securely attach InFusion 
   Controller to the enclosure
> Right angle power cord
> Convenient access for RadioLink and 
   Ethernet cables

InFusion Auxiliary Enclosure
IAUX-2 and IAUX-4

> Houses one to ten LVOS-0-10-PWM 
   modules or other products 
> Allows visual diagnostics of enclosure 
   components through ventilation slots in 
   the cover 
> Installs between standard 16-inch 
   (40.64 cm) o.c. framing or may be
   surface-mounted
> Custom fitted, hinged door for recessed 
   or surface installs

infusion



IC-DIN-II-LITE

IC-DIN-II-LITE-RF

infusion
radiolink
enabler

q to infusion
upgrade kits

controllers
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InFusion Controller II
IC-36-II and IC-24-II

> Ethernet enabled 
> Plug-and-play design 
> Up to 120 low-voltage stations or up to 
   96 Equinox 40 stations
> Up to 120 wireless stations
> Real and astronomical time clocks

InFusion Controller II - DIN
IC-DIN-II

> Ethernet enabled
> Plug-and-play design
> Up to 120 low-voltage stations or up to 
   96 Equinox 40 stations
> Up to 120 wireless stations
> Clips easily on standard 35mm DIN rails

> Ethernet enabled
> Plug-and-play design
> Up to 20 low-voltage stations or up to 16 Equinox 40 stations
> Up to 60 wireless stations
> Clips easily on standard 35mm DIN rails

RadioLink Enabler
RFE1000

Q to InFusion Upgrade Kit
Q2I-24-II and Q2I-24R-II

> Communicates seamlessly with the 
   Vantage hard-wired system 
> Uses digital spread spectrum 
   technology and hops between 25 
   channels to avoid interference 
> Operates at 900 MHz for clear FM 
   transmissions
> Features a 100 foot transmission radius 
   per enabler
> Programmed using the same software 
   that is used for wired stations

> Support for Equinox products
> Support for current and future products
> Wireless programming from a laptop
> Improved controller features

InFusion Controller LITE
C-DIN-II-LITE, IC-DIN-II-LITE-RF, IC-DIN-II-LITE-EU,
IC-DIN-II-LITE-UK (United Kingdom)
IC-DIN-II-LITE-AU (Australia), IC-DIN-II-LITE-BR (Brazil)



Universal Load Dimmer
Station
ULDS1-DIN

Electronic Dimming Station -
DIN
ELDS4-1-DIN

Standard Dimming Station -
DIN
SLDS4-DIN

> 4 DIN module width (70mm)
> Maximum single load up to 1000W @ 
   240VAC; parallel load capability up to 
   2000W @ 240VAC
> Manual ON/OFF override
> Acts as an independent dimmer or 
   coordinates with the Vantage system to 
   create elegant lighting scenes
> Dims incandescent, magnetic loads and 
   electronic loads

> Controls four electronic loads of up to 
   480W @ 240V or four 240W loads
   @ 120V
> Controls two electronic loads of up to 
   960W @ 240V
> Exclusively for electronic loads
> Clips easily on standard 35mm DIN rails

> Controls the dimming for up to four 
   480W loads @ 240V or four 240W 
   loads @ 120V
> Contact inputs for control of additional 
   auxiliary devices
> Dims incandescent and magnetic loads
> Clips easily on standard 35mm DIN rails
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modules

Standard Dimming Module
SDM12-EM

> Features a plug-and-play design
> Includes fuses to protect the module
> Includes two additional spare fuses
> Eliminates the need for field wiring to 
   the module
> Step free ramping and dimming
> Protects against thermal overload

Universal Dimming Module
UDM08-EM

> Capable of custom load linerization 
   profiles
> Supports control of up to 8 universal 
   loads
> Auto-detection of load type
> Offers load by load selectable load type 
   (forward or reverse phase)
> Can notify dealer of problem by email 

Latching Relay
MDR8RW101 and MDR8RW201

> Prevents arcing and extends module life 
   with zero-cross switching technology
> Plugs into terminal boards located 
   within the enclosure, featuring a plug-
   and-play design
> Switches high-voltage loads
> Offers load by load selectable manual 
   override control

Relay Station - DIN
RS8-DIN

> Provides a single integration point for up 
   to eight relay channels
> SPST and SPDT relays allow hardware 
   interlock installations
> Allows effortless control of devices such 
   as draperies, pumps, garage doors, lifts, 
   screens, pool covers, security systems, 
   and much more
> Clips easily on standard 35mm DIN rails

Eight Line Feed Relay Module
MDR8CW201

> Prevents arcing and extends module life 
   with zero-cross switching technology
> Plugs into terminal boards located 
   within the enclosure, featuring a plug-
   and-play design
> Eliminates the need for field wiring 
   directly to the module
> Switches high-voltage loads
> Offers load by load selectable manual 
   override control

Fan Module
FANMOD-120

> Controls 8 fans
> Will not add noise to fan
> Replaces need for fan caps
> One fan per output

Relay Station Lighting - DIN
RS8-L-DIN

> All relays rated for lighting type loads
> Provides a single integration point for up 
   to eight relay channels
> Allows effortless control of devices such 
   as lighting loads, draperies, pumps,
   garage doors, lifts, screens, pool covers,
   security systems, and much more
> Clips easily on standard 35mm DIN rails

load controls



load controls
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Low-Voltage Output Station
LVOS-0-10-PWM-P

> Controls up to eight separate sets of 
   LED, CFL, or CCFL lighting loads
> Offers control of either 0-10 or PWM 
   type loads
> Allows for addition of dry contact inputs 
   to the automation network, including
   motion sensors, light sensors, IR input, 
   pressure sensors, magnetic switches, 
   and more
> Manual control and LED status for all 12 
   outputs on front

Low-Voltage Relay Station -
DIN
LVRS8-DIN

Standard Low-Voltage
Output Station
LVOS-0-10-PWM

> Provides a single integration point for up 
   to eight low-voltage relay channels
> Allows effortless control of devices such 
   as draperies, pumps, garage doors, lifts, 
   screens, pool covers, security systems,   
   and much more 
> Clips easily on standard 35mm DIN rails

> Controls up to eight separate sets of 
   LED, CFL, or CCFL lighting loads
> Four analog, 0-10 low-voltage outputs
> Four PWM, low-voltage outputs
> High-voltage relays may be tied to 
   selected low-voltage outputs through 
   Design Center
> Firmware upgradeable in the field

Low-Voltage Relay Station
LVRS

> Controls devices such as draperies, 
   pumps, lifts, screens, and more
> Returns to last state before a power 
   interrupt
> Connects directly to the Vantage two-
   wire Station Bus
> Mounts in a standard three-gang box
> Compatible with 24V bus only

Low-Voltage Output Station
LVOS-0-10-PWM-DIN

DALI/DMX
DALI/DMX

> Controls up to eight separate sets of 
   LED, CFL, or CCFL lighting loads
> Offers control of either 0-10 or PWM 
   type loads
> Allows for addition of dry contact inputs 
   to the automation network, including 
   motion sensors, light sensors, IR input, 
   pressure sensors, magnetic switches, 
   and more
> Manual control and LED status for all 12 
   outputs on front
> Installs on DIN rail, power by 13.8 to 
   36VDC

> Controls up to eight separate sets of 
   LED, CFL, or CCFL lighting loads
> Offers control of either 0-10 or PWM 
   type loads
> Allows for addition of dry contact inputs 
   to the automation network, including 
   more
> Manual control and LED status for all 12 
   outputs on front
> Installs on DIN rail, power by 13.8 to 
   36VDC

relay and
output
stations

Vantage offers a full range of products that 

are compatible with dimmable LED light 

sources. Our team has carried out extensive 

testing to determine what Vantage products 

work best with many different fixture types 

from various manufacturers.

The results of these tests are available in our 

LED Fixture Compatibility Test Report Library 

(login required).

}



AccentPoint II Dimmer
APDIM and APDIM-GU (Ground Up)

> Communicates with the Vantage System 
   through RadioLink technology
> Enables two separate devices to be 
   independently controlled
> Provides 300 Watts of dimming control 
   per load
> Two models–ground up or ground down

AccentPoint II Relay
APREL and APREL-GU (Ground Up)

> Communicates with the Vantage System 
   through RadioLink technology
> Enables two separate devices to be 
   independently controlled
> Provides 15 combined Amps of relay 
   control for devices such as motors, 
   pumps, lights, and more
> Two models–ground up or ground down

plug-in
modules
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ScenePoint Dimmer
DS1xx

> Single gang dimmer allows control of 
   any room or device with a single button
> Acts as a stand-alone, self-contained 
   dimmer or as a fully programmable 
   keypad on the Vantage system
> Accommodates an optional, built-in IR 
   receiver
> Provides LED button lighting with 
   adjustable brightness levels
> Available in one or two gang configurations

ScenePoint Relay
SRxxx

> Allows control of any room or device 
   with a single button
> Acts as a stand-alone, self-contained 
   relay or as a fully programmable keypad 
   on the Vantage system
> Accommodates an optional, built-in IR 
   receiver (EasyTouch II)
> Provides LED button lighting with 
   adjustable brightness levels
> Features zero cross arc suppressing 
   switching

ScenePoint Dimmer 2 Gang
DS2xx

> Two gang dimmer allows control of 
   any room or device with a single button
> Acts as a stand-alone, self-contained 
   dimmer or as a fully programmable 
   keypad on the Vantage system
> Accommodates an optional, built-in IR 
   receiver
> Provides LED button lighting with 
   adjustable brightness levels
> Available in one or two gang 
   configurations

ScenePoint Dual Relay
SDRxxx

> Used for multi-directional motors and 
   provides hardware interlock
> Controls two separate loads from a 
   single wall box
> Reduces wall clutter
> Refer to the “User Interface” section of 
   the catalog for color options

wirelink
dimmers and

relays

load controls



load controls

radiolink
dimmers and

relays
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RadioLink ScenePoint Relay
RRxxx

> Allows switch control of any room or 
   device with the touch of a single button 
> Installs easily into existing structures 
> Provides LED button lighting with 
   adjustable brightness levels 
> Features zero cross arc suppressing 
   switching 
> Uses digital spread spectrum 
   technology

RadioLink 12 Load Kit
KIT-ETIIR-AW

> Contains all components for complete 
   12 load installation including
     - Controller (IC-24-II)
     - Enclosure and RadioLink Enabler 
        (ISME-24RF-Kit)
     - (12) EasyTouch II 3-Button Arctic 
       White RadioLink Dimmers
> Contains trims and faceplates
     - TrimLine II Arctic White trims and 
        faceplates

ScenePoint Dual Relay
RDRxxx

RadioLink ScenePoint
Dimmer 2 Gang
RD2xx

> Used for multi-directional motors 
   and provides hardware interlock
> Controls two separate loads from a 
   single wall box
> Reduces wall clutter

> Ethernet enabled
> Plug-and-play design
> Up to 120 low-voltage stations
> Up to 120 wireless stations

RadioLink ScenePoint
Dimmer
RD1xx

RadioLink Six Load
Expansion Kit
KIT-ETIIREX-AW

Electronic Dimmer Power
Station
STPERW101 and STPERW201

Standard Dimmer Power
Station
STPSRW101 and STPSRW201

> Programmable for single button control 
   of any combination of rooms or devices
> Acts as a stand-alone, self-contained 
   dimmer or as a fully programmable 
   keypad on the Vantage system
> Installs easily into existing structures
> Provides LED button lighting with 
   adjustable brightness levels
> Available in one or two gang  configurations

> Contains all components for complete 
   six load expansion
     - (6) EasyTouch II 3-Button Arctic 
       White RadioLink Dimmers 
> Contains trims and faceplates
     - TrimLine II Arctic White trims and 
        faceplates

> Connects directly to the station bus, a 
   ScenePoint Dimmer, or a dimmer module
> Handles up to 8 Amps for electronic loads
> Expands system capacity without adding 
   modules or enclosures
> Installs in a deep, two-gang box

> Connects directly to the station bus, a 
   ScenePoint Dimmer, or a dimmer 
   module
> Handles up to 16 Amps for 
   incandescent loads
> Expands system capacity without 
   adding modules or enclosures
> Installs in a deep, two-gang box
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}The Vantage keypad collection combines an 

elegant aesthetic with impressive functionality, 

enabling you to create dramatic and 

sophisticated lighting and automation scenes.

Each keypad features button backlighting 

which automatically adjusts to ambient light, 

allowing you to read and change settings 

quickly and simply.

A TOUCH
of ART

EasyTouch II Keypad Station
KSxxx

RPTouch Keypad Station
KSxxx

SquareTouch Keypad Station
KSxxx

FineTouch Keypad Station
KSxxx

> TrueType font laser engraved text for 1-5 
   configured buttons
> Full range RGB adjustable backlighting
> Hidden IR receiver and ambient light 
   sensor for auto am/pm intensity control
> Accepts multi-event programming
> 36V station bus recommended; also 
   compatible with 24V
> Designed for Trimline II; compatible with 
   Clip-loc attached custom aesthetics
> Built-in surge suppression

> 1-8 buttons per gang
> Provides LED button lighting with 
   adjustable brightness levels
> Backlit laser engraved button with full 
   range RGB LED
> Uses two-wire, non-polarized station bus
> Designed for Trimline II; compatible with 
   Clip-loc attached custom aesthetics

> 1-8 buttons per gang
> Mechanically engraved buttons provide 
   LED status indication in red/green or 
   red/blue configurations
> Uses two-wire, non-polarized station bus
> Up to 120 wireless stations
> Designed for Trimline II; compatible with 
   Clip-loc attached custom aesthetics

> 1-8 buttons per gang
> Mechanically engraved faceplate and 
   provides LED status indication in
   red/green or red/blue configurations
> Uses two-wire, non-polarized station bus
> Up to 120 wireless stations
> Designed for Trimline II; compatible with 
   Clip-loc attached custom aesthetics

keypad
collection



user interfaces
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{

faceplate
aesthetics

button
styles

EasyTouch II
BTNxxxE

TrimLine II
FPxxT

RPTouch
BTNxxxR

SoftLine
FPxxS

SquareTouch
BTNxxxS

Align
FPxxL

FineTouch
BTNxxxF

> Available in 1-5 button configurations
> Custom laser engraving in TrueType fonts
> LED backlighting available in any color

> The TrimLine II design offers the most 
   versatility, allowing you to select a 
   trim finish that matches or accents your 
   faceplate finish

> Available in 1-8 button single gang 
   configurations
> Custom laser engraving in TrueType fonts
> LED backlighting available in any color
> Subtle aesthetic

> With gently sloping edges that blend 
   into the wall, SoftLine is the perfect 
   choice for a classic design style

> Available in 1-8 button configurations
> Popular design; perfect for traditional 
   and contemporary homes
> Custom mechanical engraving
> Red/green or red/blue LED indicators

> The Align design employs dramatic 
   right-angles and striking lines for a 
   contemporary, polished finish

> Available in 1-8 button configurations
> Subtle, delicate design
> Custom mechanical faceplate engraving
> Red/green or red/blue LED indicators
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Standard Finishes  Custom Finishes (extended lead time)

Arctic White

Arctic White

Original
Bronze

Vantage 
Ivory

Titanium

Vantage 
Ivory

Vantage 
Almond

Brown Black Custom
Paint

Black Brown Custom
Paint

Arctic White Original
Bronze

Oil-Rubbed
Bronze

BrownVantage 
Ivory

Black Titanium Vantage
Almond

Chrome BrassBlack 
Anodized

Custom 
Paint

Arctic White Oil-Rubbed
Bronze

Vantage
Almond

Vantage
Almond

Chrome
Polished l Satin

Black
Painted l Anodized

Clear
Anodized

Vantage
Ivory

Brass
Polished l Satin

Custom
Paint

Arctic White

Arctic White

Vantage
Ivory

Vantage
Ivory

Original
Bronze

Brown

Black

Black

Titanium

Silver Gold Custom
Paint

Metal Faceplates
TrimLine II
SoftLine

Align

Plastic Faceplates
TrimLine II

Plastic Faceplates
SoftLine

Trims
TrimLine II

Buttons
EasyTouch II

RPTouch

Buttons
SquareTouch

FineTouch

{finish options

user interfaces



Axolute Rectangular Keypad
HA4803xxx

> Six buttons per keypad
> Provides full range RGB LED button 
   lighting with adjustable brightness levels
> Built-in surge suppression
> Uses a two-wire, non-polarized
   station bus

user interfaces

Charcoal
KA13C

Silver
KA13S

White
KA13W
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{axolute
button

color
options

The Axolute Collection from Vantage offers a full line of 

completely customizable keypads in a European form 

factor delivering a complete aesthetic design system for 

the discerning home owner. The range is available in 14 

faceplate finish options. Keypads are available in three 

contemporary colors with or without laser engraving. This 

keypad station can be programmed for up to six functions. 

a DIFFERENT
PERSPECTIVE

axolute keypad
style
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Anodized

Lacquered Wood

White

Glass

White Lacquered
WHITE BG

White
HD

Kristall
VKA

Black
VNN

Teak
LTK

Mirror
VSA

Wenge
LWE

Aluminum

Brushed Anthracite
XS

Brushed Titanium
NX

Brushed Chrome
CR

Brushed Bronze
BR

Brushed Mercury
AZ

Silver
SA

user interfaces {axolute finishes
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TrimLine II 15A Dual
Receptacle
WD-885W-TAW

> High-impact resistant thermoplastic
   construction
> Looping aid feature assists in wire 
   preparation for connection
> Self-grounding models provide 
   automatic ground clip
> Available in Vantage standard finishes

TrimLine II 15A Dual Tamper-
Resistant Receptacle
WD-885TRW-TAW

> Meets 2008 National Electrical Code 
   Tamper-Resistant requirements
> Patented shutter system helps prevent 
   improper insertion of foreign objects 
   and protects children
> Longer tri-drive screws for easier 12 
   AWG looping

TrimLine II 15A GFCI
WD-1595W-TAW

> Power to outlet is disconnected if critical 
   components are damaged and ground 
   fault protection is lost
> Prevents line-load reversal miswire – no 
   power to the face or downstream if 
   outlet is wired incorrectly
> FSUL Listed (Federal Specification 
   WC596)

wiring
devices

TrimLine II Illuminated Switch
WD-TM870WSL-TAW

> Designer-style satin finish rocker
> High-impact resistant thermoplastic
   construction
> External screw pressure plate back

TrimLine II 15A Dual Tamper-
Resistant Nightlight/GFCI
WD-1595NTLTRWCC4-TAW

> Patented shutter system helps prevent 
   improper insertion of foreign objects 
   and protects children
> Protection if critical components are 
   damaged and ground fault protection 
   is lost
> Sealed nightlight with high impact-
   resistant lens prevents tampering
> Energy-efficient LED has average 
   20-year life expectancy, eliminating bulb 
   replacement

TrimLine II 15A Dual Tamper-
Resistant GFCI
WD-1595TRW-TAW

> Patented shutter system helps prevent 
   improper insertion of foreign objects 
   and protects children
> Protection if critical components are 
   damaged and ground fault protection 
   is lost
> Prevents line-load reversal miswire – no 
   power to the face or downstream if 
   outlet is wired incorrectly

Our line of outlets, GFCI’s, and connectivity products 

combine the legendary innovation of brand partner 

Legrand/Pass & Seymour with gorgeous Vantage TrimLine 

II faceplates; the ultimate blend of established technology 

and tasteful design.

Vantage wiring and connectivity devices are exclusively 

offered with TrimLine II faceplates and are available in arctic 

white, Vantage ivory, or black.

CONSISTENT
in DESIGN

user interfaces
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connectivity
devices

HDMI 2-Port Keystone Strap
CD-WP1011-TAW

> In-wall HDMI connection
> Includes two blank ports for use with 
   any keystone insert

Pre-Configured 2 Pt Strap
Phone RJ45 TV F
CD-WP3211-TAW

Pre-Configured 2 Pt Strap
Phone/Data 2 RJ45
CD-WP3220-TAW

Pre-Configured 4 Pt Strap
Phone/Data 2 RJ45
TV/AUX 2 F
CD-WP3422-TAW

5.1 Home Theater Outlet 
Straps
CD-F9004-TAW

Universal SIngle Speaker 
Outlet Strap
CD-F9006-TAW

Pre-Configured Strap
Component to CAT5e
CD-WP1010-TAW

> Contains both phone and TV 
   connections
> Fits into any standard Decorator 
   opening
> UL listed

> Contains both phone and data 
   connections
> Fits into any standard Decorator 
   opening
> UL listed

> Contains phone, data, TV, and an 
   auxiliary line in one 
> Fits into any standard Decorator 
   opening
> UL listed

> Includes a connection for the subwoofer 
   for a true 5.1 multi-room audio 
   installation
> Fits into a standard two-gang Decorator 
   opening
> Matching TrimLine II trim and faceplate 
   included

> Helps eliminate excess speaker wire
> Fits into a standard two-gang Decorator 
   opening
> Matching TrimLine II trim and faceplate 
   included

> Wall-mounted component video input 
   for HD connections
> Includes digital audio
> Matching TrimLine II trim and faceplate 
   included

Cable Access Strap
CD-WP1014-TAW

> Provides a clean, out-of-the-box solution
> Fits into any standard Decorator 
   opening
> Matching TrimLine II trim and faceplate 
   included

user interfaces
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{
Vantage, a group brand of Legrand and a leader in 

control systems for luxury spaces, offers a robust 

home automation platform that is proven to delight 

customers, save time, and make money. Your 

customers will appreciate the familiar interface of 

the sleek, on-wall touchscreens and accompanying 

mobile applications that make our Equinox widget-

based system simple to use and update. And you 

will appreciate how easy the system is to design, 

order, install, and program; you can feel confident 

knowing the Vantage home automation system is 

backed by an industry-leading five year warranty 

along with superior customer and technical support 

for certified dealers.

The Vantage sales app will help you tell the 

Vantage and Equinox story more effectively.

SIMPLE PROGRAMMING;
SIMPLE ENJOYMENT
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equinox
touchscreens

equinox
keypads

equinox
apps

Equinox 40
EQ40TB-TI

Equinox 73
EQ73TB-TI

Equinox 41
EQ41TB-TI

> 4.3” LCD panel
> Titanium frame; glass-to-edge surface
> Ambient light sensor for auto day/
   night backlighting and active IR sensor 
   for approach on/auto sleep modes
> Prescribed GUI personalized through 
   Design Center
> Uses standard US and European wall 
   box  mechanics
> Flick, gesture, and touch

> Quick to control dashboard
> Consistent control environment across 
   keypads, touchscreens, and mobile 
   devices
> Prescriptive environment reduces  
   programming time
> On-screen editing for user    
   personalization

> 4.3” LCD panel
> Titanium frame; glass-to-edge surface
> Prescriptive environment reduces  
   programming time
> On-screen editing for user    
   personalization

Tablet App for iOS
EQ-APP-5, EQ-APP-10, EQ-APP-X

> Quick to control dashboard
> Consistent control environment across 
   keypads, touchscreens, and mobile 
   devices
> Prescriptive environment reduces  
   programming time
> On-screen editing for user    
   personalization

Tablet App for Android
EQ-APP-5, EQ-APP-10, EQ-APP-X

> SD cards inserted in system controllers 
   provide licensing for 5, 10, or unlimited 
   Equinox apps

equinox
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Flush Sensor
FLUSHSENSOR

> Flush mount remote sensor
> Connects to the Vantage 
   Communicating Thermostat (CC-STAT)

STAT-AUXS
STAT-AUXS

> Used when only four wires are available
> Connects to the Vantage 
   Communicating Thermostat (CC-STAT)

CC-Humidity Support Module
CC-HUMIDSUP

> Onboard temperature sensor
> Add up to two off board sensors for 
   monitor and/or control
> Humidity data is sent by digital 
   communications to CC-STAT
> Each CC-STAT can support up to four 
   modules

CC-Temp Support Module
CC-TEMPSUP

> Onboard temperature sensor
> Add up to two off board sensors for 
   monitor and/or control
> Temperature data is sent by digital 
   communications to CC-STAT
> Each CC-STAT can support up to four 
   modules

Vantage Communicating 
Thermostat
CC-STAT

Vantage Communicating 
Thermostat Install Kit
CC-STAT-RL-KIT and CC-STAT-WL-KIT

> Backlit display for easy viewing
> Works with single-stage, multi-stage, 
   and heat pumps
> Communicates with Vantage 
   touchscreens for remote operation and 
   feedback
> Automatic set points controlled through 
   the Vantage System

> STAT-WL-KIT Thermostat Install Kit for 
   centralized system and distributed 
   wired system - WireLink includes
   CC-STAT and CC-WLINT
> STAT-RL-KIT Thermostat Install Kit for 
   distributed radio system - WireLink 
   includes CC-STAT and CC-RLINT

Sensor-ODT
SENSOR-ODT

> Outdoor temperature sensor
> Connects to the Vantage 
   Communicating Thermostat (CC-STAT)

Sensor-SMT
SENSOR-SMT

> Surface mount remote sensor
> Connects to the Vantage 
   Communicating Thermostat (CC-STAT)

Interface Station
CC-RLINT and CC-WLINT

> Integrates thermostats on the Vantage 
   Station Bus
> Available in wired and wireless formats

hvac
interface
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HVAC Interface
HVAC-ID (Daiken), HVAC-IM (Mitsubishi), 
HVAC-IS (Sanyo), HVAC-IT (Toshiba)

> Full control over Indoor Unit Operation
> ON/OFF control, cool, heat, dry mode
   selection, set temperature control, fan 
   speed control, swing control (for wall-
   mounted and cassette indoor units), 
   filter reset sign, group operations
> Outdoor and indoor units monitoring
> Failure alarms, set point temperature,
   operation status (ON/OFF), operation 
   mode (cool/heat/fan/dry), fan speed 
   (high/low), filter sign, swing
> Compatible with Sanyo/Toshiba/
   Mitsubishi Electronic/Hitachi air
   conditioning systems 

climate
integration

climate control
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Vantage 7+7 Watt Amplifier
AX-07S

> Preamplifier outputs for each zone may 
   be set to “independent mode”
> Output can have independent volume 
   level and mute
> Extra gain for driving secondary 
   amplifiers with low sensitivity

> Allows all of your players to 
   communicate and share content, even 
   playing the same song through every 
   zone, all in perfect sync
> Concurrent use of both 2.4 and 5 
   Ghz bands allows the system to avoid 
   interference for hiccup-free listening
> Connect to your home router for easy 
   set up
> Extend the range of the Gateway 
   network by adding a second and third 
   Gateway to the system

> Easy access to networked computers, 
   streaming Internet Radio, and even 
   audio content stored on an Android or 
   iOS device
> Compatible with NuVo’s other Player 
   Portfolio products for a truly custom, 
   easily expandable system (up to sixteen 
   zones)
> Supports both wired Ethernet and 
   wireless 802.11n configuration options 
   adding flexibility for any home
> Includes the latest 802.11n wireless 
   capability and utilization of both 2.4 and
   5 Ghz bands offering the fastest signal 
   and with the broadest coverage

850D-DA Multi-Room
Amplifier
850D-DA

3500D-DAP Multi-Room
Amplifier Player
3500D-DAP

3100D-DAP Multi-Room
Amplifier Player
3100D-DAP

200D-DAP Wireless Zone
Player
200D-DAP

Vantage Audio Gateway
VA-GW100

P300
P300

> Six power stereo zones @ 50 Watts into 
   8 ohms, 75 Watts into 4 ohms
> Two stereo preamplifier zones with full 
   control
> Expandable to 72 zones of control

> Compatible with NuVo’s other wireless 
   and professional series players for a 
   custom, expandable system (up to 
   sixteen zones)
> All music at your fingertips with easy 
   access to networked computers and 
   streaming Internet Radio
> Wireless management of music through 
   your personal Apple or Android device

> Mastering-grade, high-fidelity audio 
   delivered to every area in perfect sync
> All music at your fingertips with easy 
   access to networked computers and 
   streaming Internet Radio
> Single, rack-mountable unit provides 
   three players for three separate 
   amplified zones
> Wireless management of music through 
   your personal Apple or Android device

> Mastering-grade, high-fidelity audio 
   delivered to every area in perfect sync
> All music at your fingertips with easy 
   access to networked computers and 
   streaming Internet Radio
> One player for one amplified zone
> Wireless management of music through 
   your personal Apple or Android device

remote

audio

Small Remote
V-SIRC

> Provides a low cost interface to the 
   Vantage System
> Compatible with InFusion and Q systems
> Works in any defined IR zone on the 
   Vantage System
> Features eight buttons for scene control
> Four separate buttons for volume and 
   channel



RadioLink Contact Input
Station
DIN-STIDER121

> Provides a single integration point for up 
   to ten contact inputs 
> Allows seamless integration with most 
   passive infrared motion detectors, door 
   contacts, light sensors, and more 
> Clips easily on standard 35mm DIN rails
> Communicates with the controller via 
   RadioLink

integration modules
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Contact Input Station
CIS

ILT Station
ILTS

> Each interface controls up to two motors
> Accurate set point limits 
> Blind position can be indicated on 
   Equinox touchscreens
> Easy synchronization
> Somfy® ILT enabled

DIN Contact Input Station
CIS10-DIN

> Provides a single integration point for up 
   to ten contact inputs
> Allows seamless integration with most 
   passive infrared motion detectors, door 
   contacts, light sensors, and more
> Clips easily on standard 35mm DIN rails

InterPoint RTS
INTERPOINT-RTSS

> Seamless communication with a 
   RadioLink enabled controller
> Communicates with up to 255 RTS 
   addresses
> Plugs into any 120V AC outlet for easy   
   installation

ILT Station Setup
ILTS-SETUP

> For ILT station setup
> Kit consists of an ILTS-RS small IR remote, 
   an IR receiver, and a standard crossover 
   phone cable
> This kit is purchased separately by the 
   Vantage dealer and is needed before 
   installation can be completed
> One Kit can be used for all future 
   installations

contact input
stations

drapery and
shade control

> Provides a single integration point for up 
   to ten contact inputs
> Allows seamless integration with most 
   passive infrared motion detectors, door 
   contacts, light sensors, and more
> Manual on/off override
> Acts as an independent dimmer or 
   coordinates with the Vantage system to 
   create elegant lighting scenes
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port control
devices

RS-232 Communication
Station
Q-RS232S

RadioLink RS-232
Communication Station
STC2RR001

RS-485 Communication
Station
STC4RW001

> Connects the Vantage system to RS-232 
   devices such as distributed audio 
   systems, video components, security 
   systems, and more
> Mounts inconspicuously inside an 
   enclosure or behind equipment 
> Installs anywhere an RS-232 port is 
   needed
> Compatible with InFusion and Q systems

> Connects the Vantage system to RS-232 
   devices
> Installs anywhere an RS-232 port is 
   needed for additional RadioLink RS-232 
   functionality
> Communicates up to 100 feet via radio 
   transmissions with a RadioLink enabled 
   system 
> Compatible with InFusion and Q systems

> Connects the Vantage system to RS-485 
   devices
> Mounts inconspicuously inside an 
   enclosure or behind equipment 
> Installs anywhere an RS-485 port is 
   needed
> Uses ASCII or Hexadecimal codes to 
   control and monitor RS-485 equipment

integration modules
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Powered Opto-Isolated
Emitter Cable
IR-ISO-II

> Provides control of IR receiving devices 
   by a direct, optically isolated connection

32

Infrared Emitter Station II
IRX II

> Integrates third party A/V components  
   into the Vantage system using:
         - Four IR Emitters w/ LED indicators
         - Two RS-232
         - Four Inputs for contacts or sensors
         - Two IR Inputs
> Communicates with the system over 
   Station Bus or Ethernet Bus

Quad Sensor
QUAD-SENSOR

Remote Infrared Receiver
REMOTEIR

Infrared Learner II
IR-LEARNER II

IR Emitter
Q-EMITTER

> Provides four products in one by sensing 
   AC current, analog video, digital video, 
   and digital audio 
> Connects from IRX II to most third-party 
   equipment or from the TheatrePoint or 
   Contact Input Station 
> Gain and delay potentiometers for fine 
   tuning
> Includes 4.5 foot (1.4m) cable

> Attaches to the auxiliary input on the 
   back of standard Vantage keypad 
   stations, IRXII, IRX, Contact Input 
   Stations, and DIN Electronic Dimming 
   Stations
> Adapts to match any room by painting 
   the trim
> Receives IR transmissions from multiple 
   angles

> USB interface
> USB powered; does not require a battery 
   to transmit
> Higher learning accuracy
> Uses latest Vantage IR Protocol
> Compatible with InFusion only

> 282 high-output emitter with no shell 
   surrounding emitter head
> Allows insertion of emitter inside IRX or 
   IRXII for clean appearance
> Wire length: 10 feet
> Compatible with Q systems only

infrared
controls



iPad® and Android Tablet 
Apps

> Available on the iTunes App® Store and 
   Android market
> Quick to control environment across 
   keypads, touchscreens, and mobile 
   devices
> Prescriptive environment reduces 
   programming time
> On-screen editing for user
   personalization
> Three widgets visible at one time

software tools
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Design Center™ Driver Tools

InFusion Media Client™
IMC

Drivers

iPhone® and Android Tablet 
Apps

> Simple programming of complex scenes, 
   modes, and equipment commands
> Keypad design, style, and setup
> Conditional logic programming
> Integrated driver library with drag-and-
   drop objects for complete automation
> Professional grade templates, widgets, 
   and graphics for touchscreen design
> Project reports, diagnostic, and 
   troubleshooting tools

> Driver Tools is used by Vantage software 
   engineers to build, test, and certify 
   complex drivers
> Create TCP/IP, RS-232, and IR drivers
> Available for download through the 
   dealer website
> Simple to moderate, bi-directional 
   drivers can be created by dealers

> Software powering Vantage in-wall touchscreens now available for Windows OS tablets and PCs 
 
 Step 1  USB key plugs into tablet or PC to enable GUI

 Step 2  Download accompanying software from Vantage dealer site; install on Windows OS tablet

 Step 3  Create custom interfaces in the Design Center Touchscreen Designer

 Step 4  Export the design to the Windows OS device

> Available for download through Design 
   Center for project use
> Key manufacturers and devices supported
> RS232, IP, and IR drivers available
> Categories include:
     - Distributed audio    - Security systems
     - Media servers - HVAC systems
     - Shade controls - Pools and spas
     - Media room/theater equipment

> Available on the iTunes App® Store and 
   Android market
> Quick-to-control environment across 
   keypads, touchscreens, and mobile 
   devices
> Prescriptive environment reduces 
   programming time
> On-screen editing for user
   personalization

software

mobile apps
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Garage Door Sensor With
Bracket
SENSOR2-C

Magnetic Contact - Wood 
Door
SENSOR2-A

Magnetic Contact - Metal 
Door
SENSOR2-B

> Provides garage door open/closed 
   input to the Vantage system

> 15 ft (4.6 meter) detection diameter
> Ceiling or wall mounted 
> Paintable trim to match ceiling or 
   wall colors

> 20 ft (6.1 meter) detection diameter
> Ceiling or wall mounted 
> Paintable trim to match ceiling or 
   wall colors

PIR Motion Sensor - 40 Foot
Diameter
EM-MOTIONSENSOR40

> 40 ft (12.2 meter) detection diameter
> Ceiling-mounted 
> Paintable trim to match ceiling color

PIR Motion Sensor - 15 Foot
Diameter
EM-MOTIONSENSOR15

> 15 ft (4.6 meter) detection diameter
> Ceiling or wall-mounted 
> Paintable trim to match ceiling or wall 
   colors

> Select sensor based on coverage area 
> 33 ft (10 meters) or 16 ft (5 meters) 
   detection diameter
> Ceiling or wall-mounted 
> Paintable trim to match ceiling or wall 
   colors

360° Motion Sensor
FL-MS-MINI-360-33 and
FL-MS-MINI-360-16

Ambient Light Level Sensor
EM-LIGHTSENSOR

> Light level sensor 
> Ceiling or wall-mounted
> Paintable trim to match ceiling or wall 
   colors

sensors

Energy Management Meter
EM-METER1A KIT and EM-METER5A KIT

> Delivers real-time usage to Vantage 
   Touchscreens
> Utility (revenue) grade meter 
> Easy to install
> User InFusion Accuvim II driver
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42” Enclosure
EN4250

4 Port Gigabit Router/Switch
DA1054

Desktop 8 Port Gigabit Switch
DA1018-V1

8 Port Gigabit Switch
with PoE
DA1458

28” Enclosure
EN2850

> Flanged covers hide drywall openings
> Drywall depth indicators
> Flush and surface installation
> Mounting tabs provide correct flush-
   mount position
> Cover included

> 4 ports at gigabit speeds
> Enhanced firewall protection
> Router disable - Optional switch mode
> Gigabit WAN port
> Includes mounting bracket

> Eight Ethernet ports
> Gigabit speeds (1000Mbps)
> Plug-and-play

> High-speed gigabit connectivity
> 4 port PoE power up to 15.4 watts
> Ideal for WAPs and IP cameras
> Auto detect powered device
> Plug-and-play
> 802.3af

> Flanged covers hide drywall openings
> Drywall depth indicators
> Flush and surface installation
> Mounting tabs provide correct flush-
   mount position
> Cover included

wired
infrastructure

As a leader in connected home infrastructure, Legrand has 

released an extensive range of networking solutions that 

support the very best baseline networking requirements. 

From this foundation, expand to higher powered WAPs for 

enhanced mobile access from Vantage’s Premier Partner, 

Luxul. To meet enterprise grade streaming media and data 

requirements, expand to premier partner Access Networks 

for custom designed systems.

NETWORK
INFRASTRUCTURE

networking
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802.11 In-Wall / Ceiling WAP
DA1101

Outdoor WAP
DA2131-V1A

Desktop 802.11n WAP
DA2155-V1

Power Over Ethernet Injector
DA2400 and DA2401

Desktop 802.11n Router
DA2154-V1

Networking Power Supplies
PW1248 - 48V PSU for DA1458
PW7760 - 12V PSU for DA1054

Power Over Ethernet
Mounting Plate
AC1025

> Defaults to AP mode with no 
   configuration required
> Also supports wireless client mode and 
   AP + client mode
> Two antennas for greater coverage
> Offers data speeds of up to 300 Mbps
> User-friendly, web-based GUI for 
   configuration and management 
   purposes
> Unique design allows for in-ceiling or on-
   wall mounting
> Backwards compatible with the 
   802.11b/g standard (11Mbps/54Mbps)

> Provides robust Wi-Fi access for exterior 
   applications in addition to indoors
> Speeds up to 150Mbps 
> Waterproof IP 55 casing protects device 
   in poor weather conditions 
> Power and data through a single Cat 5 
   or Cat 6 cable
> Installs easily using one cable
> 12V power-over-Cat 5 injector included
> Mounts on-wall or to a pole

> Connects devices up to 150Mbps
> Built-in antenna optimization
> Range extender mode
> Latest encryption technologies
> 802.11n/g/b

> 15W of power via Cat 5/Cat 6 (DA2400)
> 30W of power via Cat 5/Cat 6 (DA2401)
> Connects up to four devices
> Overload and short-circuit protection
> For connecting PoE devices

> Connects devices up to 300Mbps
> Dual antennas
> Latest encryption technologies
> Four port Ethernet switch

> 48VDC @ 100W for PoE applications
> Continuous short circuit protection
> Over voltage correction
> UL listed for US and Canada; CE rated
> 100-240VAC global application

> Four positions/two orientations
> Eight screw, rear mounting plate
> Two plunger grommet assemblies

wireless
infrastructure

accessories
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As a leader in the home automation industry, Vantage is committed to an effective premier 

partner and driver program. These premier drivers are developed to deliver the Equinox 

experience and are based on collaboration with leading custom electronics companies. They 

are available through Design Center and when used in conjunction with the Equinox family of 

interfaces, provide a simplified dashboard and rich media experience for the entire luxury space.

Premier Partner Driver Integration Guides provide feature, setup, 

programming and important information regarding Premier Partner Drivers.

PREMIER
PARTNERS

Scenes Widget

> Vantage
> All Third Party Drivers

Weather Widget

> WSI 

Lighting Widget

> BTicino 
> Color Kinetics 
> WattStopper 

Audio Widget

> Autonomic 
> Kaleidescape
> Mozaex
> NuVo
> Russound

Climate Widget

> Aprilaire 
> Bryant 
> Carrier 
> Daikin 
> Fujitsu
> Hitachi
> LG
> Mitsubishi
> Sanyo
> Tekmar
> Toshiba

Camera Widget

> Axis Communications
> BTicino
> IC Realtime
> Legrand
> Panasonic
> Snap AV
> Sony
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Theater Widget Video Sources Displays & Projectors

> Classé
> Denon 
> Integra 
> Marantz 
> Onkyo
> Rotel
> Sony
> Yamaha

> Apple 
> DirecTV 
> FusionRD 
> Kaleidescape
> Mozaex
> Roku
> Various Blu-Ray Players

> BenQ 
> Epson 
> JVC 
> LG
> Optoma
> Panasonic
> Runco
> Samsung
> Sharp
> Sony

Security WidgetPool/Spa Widget Shades Widget

Timers Widget

> Ademco
> Apex
> DSC
> Elk
> GE
> Honeywell
> Napco

> Hayward
> Jandy
> Pentair Water

> ESI
> Lutron
> Mecho Systems
> QMotion
> Somfy

Video Widget

> Atlona
> Just Add Power
> Key Digital
> Snap AV
> Wyrestorm{ }
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